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Wheel Rebuilding

Custom Cutting

Belt & Tire Measuring Service

LET US REBUILD YOUR OLD
   • Pressure Rollers • Idler Wheels • Pinch Rollers • Drive Tires

P/N: Rebuild*

Now you can salvage your old equipment by replacing worn idler wheels, rollers, and tires. Send us your
imperfect roller or wheel (ONLY SEND ITEM TO BE REBUILT OR MATCHED.  DO NOT SEND THE UNIT OR
MISCELLANEOUS PART) and PRB will rebuild or match it for you.  We will return it to you in about 30 days or
less! Your wheel is rebuilt or matched to manufacturer's specifications and is backed by a full product guarantee!
If a worn wheel is slipping and operating inefficiently on any of your electronic equipment, send us the defective
part. With a PRB Line rebuilt or matched wheel or roller, you'll add years of operational life to your equipment.
We will rebuild or match any wheel, roller, or tire 3 inches or less in diameter. Cost is quoted upon
request for larger wheels and rollers. *
NOTE:  Parts are rebuilt or matched according to manufacturer's specifications. PRB assumes no
responsibility for parts that continue to malfunction once this service has been provided.
In very few cases our rebuilding process may not adapt to your wheel. In such instances, no charge will be made
and we will return your wheel, at our expense, within 30 days. Liability is limited only to the cost of the part if lost
or damaged on the premises. Not responsible for items lost or damaged in shipping.

P/N: Cuscut*

There may be some belts or tires we are not able to match. For most of those exceptions we have the
capabilities to have them custom cut in about 30 days. This low-cost service can be your solution to a
troublesome problem. Give us a try for those odd sized belts and tires.*

P/N: Match*

PRB also has a belt and tire measuring service. This service is especially helpful when you can't
find a cross or you're unsure about how to measure the part yourself. Our experienced Belt
Technicians will try to find a replacement for you in about 30 days. It's that easy! Just send it to
us or take it in to your nearest PRB Line Distributor.

*Simply send your defective wheels, rollers, tires and unmatched belts to:
your nearest PRB Line Distributor

Please include the make, model and part number, if possible, along with your account
number, phone number, and purchase order number. We recommend you use UPS
because of their fine service, speed and excellent insurance coverage. We also recommend
you insure your Rebuild for the value of the machine (if over $100).


